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A growing
wall of theses
In 2019, Linda Petersson (photo) and Lisa Petersson
nailed their doctoral theses. Well over 60 people have
defended dissertations at Southern swedish forest research centre Some of them are presented on page 4.
In Sweden, nailing the dissertation is a traditional way
to publish it for review a few weeks before the defense.

Annual report

2019
At the top left of the page are the SSFRC’s first theses. Just above to the right is
Lisa Petersson’s dissertation from December 2019. In between are three decades of
doctoral dissertations.
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Taming the time

T

ime flies. I became
head of department
in August 2018 but it
feels as if some 5 years have
passed. Such an impression
signals that the inner pace
of mind is not catching up
with the intensity of outer
happenings.
Several colleagues and
friends have been gradually retiring over last few
years. Eric Agestam, Ola
Sallnäs, Pelle Gemmel and
Per Magnus Ekö were the
co-creators of our department’s research and
education.
Most importantly, they
formed the extraordinary
atmosphere, where good
relationships weigh higher

than personal ambitions. With
gratitude and respect, we shall
build further on the foundation lied down by Eric, Ola,
Pelle, PM and their comrades!
The new generation comes in
new times where the audit society counts publications and
the raised kronor, constantly
pushing for efficiency, excellence, throughputs and the
like. Predictably, many of us
struggle with time pressures
every day.
I keep admiring every colleague at our department who,
with dedication and a positive
mindset, successfully navigate among all those modern
requirements.
I wish myself and all colle-

In touch with society

Prefect Vilis Brukas
Vice prefekt/dir of studies
Giulia Attocchi
agues not to get bogged
down in daily deadlines,
instead having an occasional break and asking some
big questions, such us: What
is the bigger meaning with
my job? Am I doing the
right things or just doing
things right? How is it going
with my neighbor in the
next office?

Prefect
Vilis Brukas

O

skogalnarp.slu.se.

Anyone who would like a free
subscription should email
sydsvenskskogsvetenskap@slu.se.

O

ur dedication to external
cooperation has a dual
purpose. On one hand, we
communicate our research
results, while on the other we
receive input that guides our
choices of focal areas. During
2019 we took part in several

projects, including regional
forest programs. Our close
collaboration with Partnership
Alnarp is an important part of
our outward-facing work.
Henrik Böhlenius

Research

Ecology /nature conservation
Jörg Brunet
Jaime Uria Diez
Igor Drobyshev
Adam Felton
Annika Felton
Per-Ola Hedwall
Matts Lindbladh
Mats Niklasson

ur Skog Alnarp newsletter
has picked up more readers.
In addition to subscribers, articles
from the newsletter are picked up
by other media, including Skogsverige, the leading news source
for the Swedish forest sector with
over a million annual visitors.
All previous newsletters can be
found at

Excursions have always been an important tool for communicating the institution’s
research results. For over three decades there have been many educational field trips,
including last year’s outing “Broadleaf trees and effective nature conservation for a better
landscape.” Activities planned for 2020 include an excursion to Tönnersjöheden 16 -17
June about forests and climate.

Education

Director of studies
Matts Lindbladh / Emma
Holmström (institutionen)
Jörg Brunet (Euroforester)
Euroforester coordinators
Desiree Mattsson
Andis Zvirgzdins
PhD education
Annika Felton

N

ew
appointments in 2019:

Annika Felton, director of
doctoral Studies.
Johanna Witzell, coordinator of master theses.
Giulia Attocchi, vice prefect
Emma Holmström, vice prefect head of undergraduate
Studies.

Website: www.slu.se/sydsvensk-skogsvetenskap, mail:
Mailing address:Institutionen för Sydsvensk Skogsvetenskap, Box 49 230 53 Alnarp
Visiting address: Sundsvägen 3, Alnarp, Email addresses:firstname.lastname@slu.se

Silviculture
Eric Agestam
Jorge Aldea
Giulia Attocchi
Ignacio Barbeito
Henrik Böhlenius
Per-Magnus Ekö
Emma Holmström
Magnus Löf
Urban Nilsson
Jens Peter Skovsgaard
Narayanan Subramainen
Tropical forest/seed science
Per-Christer Odén
Policy / Planning
Vilis Brukas
Carl Salk
Renats Trubins
Pathology
Michelle Cleary
Carmen Romeralo
Jonas Rönnberg
Patrick Sherwood
Johanna Witzell
Labb/tech: Mohammed Elsafy
Mimmi Blomquist

Administration

Economy Zhanna Möller
Adm Violeta Kokos
IT Klas Pernebratt
Magnus Mossberg
Technical Kent Hansson

Media/outreach

Samverkanslektor:
Henrik Böhlenius
Media: Pär Fornling
Katarina Ekegren

Education

Education is growing
with two new programs
I
n 2019 SLU began the
‘doubling project’ to increase its numbers of applicants
and enrolled students. During
the summer and autumn, we
worked intensively on proposals for several new bachelor’s
and master’s programs.
We have two new programs
under development in
Alnarp as part of an effort
to strengthen our offerings.
This means that teaching is
becoming more central to
our department, with more
employees involved as course
leaders, teachers and supervisors. But we aren’t losing focus
on our existing programs.
Our Euroforester master’s
program is Europe’s most

international forest education
program. Since its origins 20
years ago, students from over
40 countries have taken Euroforester courses.
Forestry master’s students
from Umeå visit us every
year as part of their field trip
around Sweden to focus on
southern Swedish forestry.
During the spring term we
give a course on silviculture
as part of Alnarp’s agricultural
education.
For Euroforesters, there
will be some changes in how
scholarships are allocated to
international students. While
IKEA was for many years the
financial backbone of Euroforester, their support has been

T

year. Because many told us it
was impossible and that other
universities had tried and failed to institute joint programs,
we are especially pleased to
have pulled this off.
The focus is on Swedish
forest management, and the
program will give students
a close link to the Swedish

Jens Peter Skovsgaard wit Euroforester-students during a visit to Denmark 2019.

reduced. A new three-year
agreement with Skogssällskapet and SCA funds students
from the Baltic region.
We can now also support
some Swedish students

through a grant from the
Seydlitz MP Company Foundation.
Jörg Brunet

Joint program with Linnaeus University
ogether with Linnaeus University, we will
begin a new distance master’s
program called “Multiple-use
Forestry”. The program is
unique in being a joint degree
program between the two
universities.
Work on the program has
been ongoing for more than a

forest sector.
The first year will have courses on forestry and climate,
conservation of forest biodiversity, research methods, and
silviculture.
In the second year students
can broaden or deepen their
knowledge through elective
courses, for example remote

sensing forest inventory, forest
pathology or tree breeding.
Although it is a distance
program, there will be two
or three required physical
meetings per term in southern
Sweden. Further, students will
have the flexibility to study
half- or full-time.
Matts Lindbladh

A three-year program in forest and landscape
I

The landscape laboratory in Alnarp, where the forest meets the parkland. Its a park build
from native species of trees instead of expesive exotic plants.

n 2019 the groundwork was
laid for a new bachelors
program to begin in the fall of
2021 called ‘Forest and Landscape’ (F&L).
The three-year program is
taught in collaboration with
the department of Landscape
Architecture, and all instruction will be in English. F&L
will focus on sustainable use
and includes all stakeholders
in forest landscapes.
Instruction will mix theoretical study with practical
exercises, both in the field
and indoors. In the first two
years students will build a
base of knowledge on forests
and landscapes. They will

also acquire tools to plan and
implement different forest
activities. In the last year the
students will specialize in
forest, landscape, or society
and policy.
The program finishes with a
term of extensive independent
projects and the opportunity
for an internship at a company or NGO.
After three years there will
be an option to continue with
master’s education or go directly to a career in forest and
landscape.
Urban Nilsson

Research

Flying the flag
T
he flag has been raised
in Alnarp. That means
another doctoral student has
reached the finish line.
On average three PhDs have
been defended yearly
at Southern Swedish
Forest reserarch centre.
When some PhDs finish,
new ones join us. The
graduate student body is
always being renewed,
and interest in the
positions that we advertise is strong. In addition
to personal guidance, we
have joint doctoral courses as part of postgraduate
education.
In 2019 we taught several
different courses. In other
words, doctoral education
entails both education and
independent work to build
unique knowledge on a subject of interest.
The combination of independent work and collaboration
among doctoral students is
something that we care about.

he first PhD student to
defend in 2020 was Lisa
Petersson. She defended on
January 10 with the thesis
”Replacing scots pine with
norway spruce - implications
for biodiversity in production
forests”. Many more are in
route. At the turn of the year
we had the following active
doctoral students:

F

inishing a PhD opens many doors. Of all who have defended
at Southern Swedish forest research centre, about half work
with forest-related topics at companies, organizations and agencies. Many have stayed within the academic world and some
have moved to completely different fields.
Gisela Björse defended in 2000 and is now the director of
silviculture at Sveaskog.

“Immediately after finishing my master’s I started work as a PhD student in Alnarp and came
to a very creative environment. It was a fun
time. My thesis fell on the boundary between
conservation and silviculture. I have continued to walk that line. After several years at the
Swedish Forest Agency I came to Sveaskog
where I have had several positions. My doctoral education has
benefitted me in several ways, not just in terms of knowledge. I
learned to assimilate scientific knowledge and joined a network
of many good contacts.”
Our growing alumni
network shows that there are
many paths toward careers in
different areas.
The active network is also
gives important feedback to
help us focus on the right
topics in our research and
education.
Annika Felton

PhDs on their way

T

What happened next…

Emma Sandell, Mattias Engman, Adrian Villalobos, Isak
Lodin, Oscar Nilsson, Guilherme Pinto, Martin Goude,
Karin Amsten, Mikolaj Lula,
Delphine Laviviere, Mostarin
Ara, Khaled Youssef, Laura
Juvany Canovas, Noelia
López-García and Axelina
Jonsson.

Tobias Edman defended in 2008 and now
works for the Swedish Space Agency.

“It may seem like a giant leap from the forest
to space, but the pieces fell naturally into
place. During my PhD years I learned the craft
of scientific writing and to work with scientific techniques. That was unbelievably useful.
After defending I worked as a GIS consultant
for different organizations. Now I work on
questions of how we can get more use from data from space.
One of the things I keep working on is to build a national space
lab with the Swedish Forest Agency as an important partner.”
Tove Hultberg defended in 2015 and is now a natural resource manager at Söderåsen National Park.

“I came to Alnarp to learn about gardening,
but realized that trees were more interesting,
so I sought out the forestry department. My
thesis was about the history of broadleaved
forest which I mainly mapped through pollen
analysis. It is unbelievably fascinating that
you can go back thousands of years through
the record in the soil! In addition to that knowledge, I learned
important lessons about scientific approaches and having a
network of colleagues. This benefits me in my daily work.”
Mattias Berglund defended in 2005 and now is the chief
of silviculture at Skogssällskapet.

In December, Lisa Petersson added her thesis to the wall.

“After my master’s in forestry, I worked in the
export department of a wood company. It was
good work, but a bit too far from the forest.
When I saw an announcement for a doctoral
position it was as though it was talking directly to me. I came to Alnarp and got to dig into
an interesting topic in an inspiring environment. After defending I worked in Alnarp
for two years and thought about continuing with research I
was passionate about. Nevertheless, I went to Skogssällskapet
which I greatly enjoy, with an extra bonus of continuing to
work in contact with the research community.”

A record year for publications
antal

Last year we published 77 peer-reviewed articles in international
scientific journals. This is the highest amount in the history of
Southern Swedish Forest Research centre.
Here is a list of publications in alphabetical order by first author.
Researchers from SSFRC are in bold.
Aussenac, R., Bergeron, Y., Gravel, D., Drobyshev, I. Interactions
among trees: A key element in the stabilising effect of species
diversity on forest growth. FUNCTIONAL ECOLOGY 33: 360-367.
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activity during the Holocene in the northern Ural region (Komi
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Drobyshev, I., Picq, S., Ganivet, E., Tremblay, F., Bergeron, Y. Decline
in the strength of genetic controls on aspen environmental responses
from seasonal to century-long phenomena. ECOSPHERE 10: e02869.
Drobyshev, I., Widerberg, M.K., Andersson, M., Wang, X., Lindbladh,
M. Thinning around old oaks in spruce production forests: current
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tuning. SCANDINAVIAN JOURNAL OF FOREST RESEARCH 34: 126-132.
Farooq, T.H., ... Tigabu, M. et al. Chinese fir (Cunninghamia
lanceolata) a green gold of China with continued decline in its
productivity over the successive rotations: A review. APPLIED
ECOLOGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH 17: 11055-11067.
Farooq, T.H., ... Tigabu, M. et al. Growth, biomass production and
root development of Chinese fir in relation to initial planting density.
FORESTS 10: 236.
Fernandez-Fernandez, M., ... Cleary, M., ... Witzell, J. Pine pitch
canker and insects: Regional risks, environmental regulation, and
practical management options. FORESTS 10: 649.

Depauw, L., … Brunet, J. et al. Interactive effects of past land use
and recent forest management on the understorey community in
temperate oak forests in South Sweden. JOURNAL OF VEGETATION
SCIENCE 30: 917-928.

Fernandez-Fernandez, M., ... Witzell, J. et al. Pine pitch canker and
insects: Relationships and implications for disease spread in Europe.
FORESTS 10: 627.

Prefect Vilis Brukas in happy conversation with Euroforester students at the traditional
term-end party in the garden.

Term-end festivities include grilling. PM Ekö takes care of business, and his barbecue
sauce recipe never fails him
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PhD student Delphine Lariviere presents results about shelterwood management during
an excursion to Raslången eco-park arranged by us in June 2019

Mikolaj Lula studies regeneration of pine. He is one of six PhD students in the FRAS
program which looks at pathways for future silviculture.
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In early April Johanna Witzell received the Guldkvisten prize from King Carl XVI Gustav.
The prize is given by the organization Skogen to people who have made valuable national
contributions to forests and forestry. Johanna’s research is about minimizing the effects
of harmful pathogens and insects. The organization’s general secretary, Bengt Ek, emphasizes that she is making an outstanding contribution to this field. Photo: Johan Marklund.

Tove Hultberg took part in the excursion on deciduous trees and nature conservation; she
talked about the history of linden trees.
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Euroforesters on an excursion in a birch forest.
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